
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This promotion is provided by Explore Global Limited and Progressium LLC, trading
under TradeNext, to its clients. By participating in this promotion, the clients hereby
acknowledge, confirm and accept to be bound by the following terms and by
TradeNext’s Terms and Conditions.

Promotion overview

This promotion is open to all registered and verified clients to receive a deposit
bonus during the promotion window from November 14 st 00:00 GMT+2 to December
31st 23:59 GMT+2.

1. Specific deposit  bonus terms
1.1. A client who deposits from 50 USD can receive a corresponding deposit

bonus. The deposit bonus is limited to 500 USD per account.
1.2. If a client deposits one of the bonus options specified below, he

receives the same corresponding amount as a bonus. If a client
deposits a lower amount than the specified bonus option, he receives a
lower specified deposit option (e.g. if a client deposits 115 USD, they
will receive a 100 USD bonus).

Deposit bonus (up to 500 USD)

USD INR GBP EUR

Deposit Total
amount*

Deposit Total
amount*

Deposit Total
amount*

Deposit Total
amount*

50 100 4000 8000 40 80 50 100

100 200 8000 16000 85 170 100 200

250 500 20000 40000 215 430 250 500

500 1000 41000 82000 430 860 500 1000

>500 Deposit +
500

>41000 Deposit +
41000

> 430 Deposit +
430

> 500 Deposit +
500

*Total amount (USD) (deposit + bonus) deposited into the client's account.

1.3. Eligible clients receive a deposit bonus amount instantly after they
have deposited and selected to receive the bonus.

1.4. The option to select a deposit bonus will be presented on the deposit
page during the promotional period. If a deposit is made without opting
to receive a bonus, a bonus will not be credited to the trading account
and the bonus option will not be available for future deposits.



2. Trader and account eligibility
2.1. All registered clients are eligible to participate in the promotion.
2.2. The client needs to select the relevant deposit with the bonus option in

the deposit screen to receive the bonus.
2.3. Deposit bonus can be redeemed only once by any eligible account.
2.4. Alpha, Connect and Bidzone accounts are eligible.

3. Withdrawal and Restrictions
3.1. A client is only eligible to withdraw this received bonus once the

required value of trades in USD notional terms has been met. All asset
classes and instruments are eligible towards this requirement. More
details can be found below:

Deposit bonus withdrawal

Received Deposit size (USD) Notional required amount to withdraw
the received deposit (USD)

50 500,000

100 1,000,000

250 2,500,000

500 5,000,000

3.2. In the event a withdrawal request is initiated without the required
trading volume requirement met, the bonus will be deducted from the
account proportionally.

3.3. Any bonus received will have a 90-day expiry date from the time of
issue. If after 90 days the turnover requirement has not been met, the
bonus will be withdrawn from the account. In the event the account
balance is lower than the value of the provided bonus at this time, the
account balance will be adjusted to 0.

4. Fraudulent activity
4.1. TradeNext at its sole discretion can exclude a client from participating

in this promotion:

4.1.1. if  a client is suspected of fraudulent activity,
4.1.2. and/or a client has not acted in good faith,
4.1.3. and/or an action by a client is found to be in violation of these

terms or TradeNext Terms and Conditions.
4.2. In case of an infringement, TradeNext reserves the right to deduct the

deposit bonus amount that has already been deposited.



5. General conditions
5.1. TradeNext reserves the right to refuse offering this promotion at its sole

discretion without prior notification or justification.
5.2. TradeNext will not be liable for any adverse effects where an account

has open positions or floating profit/loss which results in the promotion
being removed for any reason.

5.3. The clients are able to participate in other bonus programs run by
TradeNext if they meet the requirements for those bonus programs.

5.4. New accounts are subject to approval as per TradeNext’s procedures.
This promotion is not an offer to any person to whom it would not be
lawful.

5.5. TradeNext reserves the right to alter, update or cancel this promotion at
any time. TradeNext will notify clients as soon as possible. TradeNext
will not be liable for any consequences resulting from the alteration,
update or cancellation of this promotion.

5.6. This promotion shall not encourage clients to trade in a manner
inconsistent with their trading comfort level. Clients should seek
independent advice if necessary.

5.7. TradeNext will not be liable for any loss, costs, expense or damage
suffered in connection with this promotion.

5.8. Any dispute will be resolved by TradeNext in a fair manner.
5.9. If those terms are translated in another language than English, the

English version of these terms shall prevail in case of inconsistency.

If you have any questions regarding this promotion, please contact us at
support@tradenext.com

mailto:support@titanfx.com

